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The 1l1111tng industry has taken its place anlOllg the recognized safe, sound

and profitable avenues that constitute the foundation of our national prosper-

itv. It is to-day governed by commercial laws and while the profit re-

turns are larger than in any other industry, it is equally as safe and positive.

This firm has followed mining for thirty-one years. It is only the commercial

value of a property that appeals to us. There are few cardinal principles that

we consider. Does the mine contain mineral in commercial bodies? Are these

bodies as shown to-day of sufficient value to admit of a twenty-five per cent

profit after extraction and treatment? Is there sufficient ore in sight to justify

the payment of a fixed price? Is there a reasonable certainty that the vein will

carry ore at considerable depth? After a careful study of these vital points we

unhesitatingly stamp the Gem Mine Consolidation of Idaho Springs, Colorado,

as giving sound evidence of being one of the greatest l11ining properties in the

world. In presenting the salient points in its favor, we have drawn upon,

and used the reports of eminent mining engineers and experts. A property of

such eno rrnous proportions as the Cern Consolidation, naturally covers a vast

territory and its equipment is too extensive to numerate in details, consequently

the concise facts are here submitted. Not for the purpose of at present marketing

securities, but that our clients may verify 011r opinion of, what we consider, the

largest, and from a commercial standpoint, the richest Mining' Amalgamation

in the West. The intrinsic valuation we place at fully Twelve Millions of Dol-

lars. The speculative value is too enormous for us to at present consider.

The Gem Extension and the Gem are treated together in this statement,
though but one is extensively worked.

•
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THE GEM CONSOLIDATED MINES

The Gem, the famous precious metal mine of the Rocky Mountains is adja-

cent to the city of Idaho Spring-s, Colorado, forty miles west of Denver, on the

Colorado and Southern Ra ilroad. The mines in the Gem Consolidation, twen-

ty-seven in number, lie at various elevations ranging fro m seven thousand feet

to nine thousand feet.

PROPERTY AND EXTENT

There are few properties in the United States, outside of the copper dis-

tricts, that equal the Gem Consolidation in magnitude of proven ore bodies,

value of contingent assets, consisting of mincs, timber lands, placer claims, 111111-

sites, water canals, stamp mills, electric light plants, power and heating plants,

machine, shops and city real estate, the contingent plants of this Consolidation

covering- four city blocks, not including the magnificent surface cquipments

upon the Gem and other mines in the Amalg-amation which are practical, per-

fect in detail and up-to-date improvements, even to the operation of the great

hoists by electricity.

WATER POWER AND TIMBER

In commercial mining the first consideration, after the existence of ore IS

proven, are the vital ones of water, fuel and mine timber. The water rights

owned by the Gem Consolidation take in three miles of Clear Creek, which has ,

a fall of abont one hundred feet to the mile, and where improved by the Gem

Amalgamation shows a large power, the present generated capacity of which is

about 1200 H. P.-operating the Gem stamp mills, its shafts and lighting the

city of Idaho Springs. This water-power is to play an important part in the
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profit-earning destinies of this property: the flow of water even in the dry season

equals one hundred and seventy-three cubic feet per second, sufficiently to treat

five thousand tons of ore per day-enough power can be created ten months of

the year to generate four thousand horse-power. The timber lands owned by

the Gem Consolidation cover an area of four hundred acres of practically virgin

forest pine: such an asset is worth a considerable sum to a mining corporation.
The.

ELECTRIC LIGHT POWER AND HEATING

plants, although not fully utilized, are very extensive, furnishing electric power

to the Gem properties and other mines, light the city of Idaho Spring'S and sup-

ply several plants in that city. It is proposed to use this power for the entire

mine operations of the Gem Consolidaion; one hundred and fifty horse-power,

electric, now being used at the Gem main shaft.

TITLE

'With the exception of three minor holdings, all the mmcs of the Consoli-

dation are held by United States patent thus making title incontestable.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROPERTY

There being a large number of mines in this consolidation, it would re-

quire too much space to detail the development, but in rough figures, there are

over fifty-five thousand feet of work upon the entire property, considerable of

which is not in shape for modern operation. As the Gem is the mother vein of

Seaton Mountain, and the mine upon which the burden of profit earning will fall

for the next year, we will roughly outline the extensive work upon that vein

which today bears the distinction of being one of the largest known ore bearing

ledges, at proven depth of over two thousand feet in Colorado. The Gem vein
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at the surface, was about twenty feet wide; as depth was gained the ledge wid-

ened with remarkable persistency until at the depth of two thousand two hun-

dred feet, where the vein is cut' by the Newhouse tunnel, ere bodies and min-

eralized gangue extends from waJ1 to wall, fifty-eight feet, thus proving

the contention that the Gem is one of the world's greatest fissure veins. A

number of surface shafts have been sunk, proving the continuity of the vein.

'Commencing at the west, a shaft has been sunk three hundred feet, and

levels run each way; Eight hundred and twenty-five feet farther east, a large

shaft has been sunk in the ore on the foot wall -this shaft is nine hundred feet

deep, but the ore in the hanging wa ll has not been followed; about seven hun-

dred feet stiJ1 farther east of this nine hundred-foot shaft, is a shaft two hun-

dred feet in depth, showing vein continuation. The rune hundred-foot shaft

shows levels east and west about everyone hundred feet in depth, together

with numerous winzes. At the third level, considerable development work

has been done directly on the vein east and west extending' one thousand four

hundred feet; the principal part of this work is to the east.

The Gem property when first opened, was worked for its higher grade

ores, leaving' the vast body of medium ore, now so valuable. undisturbed; this

can now be recovered; only about two millions of dollars, have been taken out of

the property, it is practically a virgin mine, but down to the six hundred-foot

level, the Gem, to a limited extent, may be considered to have been worked su-

perficially. In the old headings g'ood ore is stiJ1 shown.

The seven hundred-foot level has a total length of one thousand feet, and

that territory is virgin, excepting a little stoping has been done between the

sixth and seventh levels. From the eighth level down to the depth of two

thousand two hundred feet, there has been no effort ma-le to mine the enor-

mous bodies of ore exposed, although in connecting with the Newhouse Tun-

nel by an upraise about one thousand two hundred feet upward, the vein was
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crosscut, From eig-ht to seventeen feet of are was cut at the eight hundred,

the nine hundred and sixteen hundred, the seventeen hundred, the eighteen hun-

dred, the twenty hundred and twenty-two hundred-foot levels or Newhouse

Tunnel, showing the most remarkable persistency of ore bodies, carryIng COt11-

mercial values, of any mine in the \Vest. At the twenty-two hundred-foot level,

for the purpose of determining the length of the are shoot, the hanging wall

are body was drifted on for two thousand two hundred feet and the foot wall

are body wall was drifted on for four hundred and sixteen feet. Large are
bodies were exposed the entire distance.

SURFACE EQUIPMENT

The Gem shaft has a magn ificen t, modern equ iprnen t, lighted bv

electricity, electric hoists, with rese~ve boilers and the mine is completely wired

with telephone connections to each level. The principal mines also have telephone

connections. The Freighters Friend Mine, also one of the Consolidation, is

equipped with a modern hoisting plant. This property being six hundred feet
deep.

STAMP MILLS

There are two stamp mills on the property, one called the Newton Mill

Number One, the other the Newton Mill Number Two; these mills have a com-

bined daily capacity of three hundred and thirty tons per day. The Newton Mill

Number Two is considered one of the best constructed mills in Colorado, being

operated entirely by electricity, generated by the water-power of the Gem Con-

solidation, and as far as concentration and amalgama t ion are concerned, scarcely

a dollar need be spent on this property, a cyaniding plant, to recover certain loss-

es in the tailings, is, however, to be established.



ORE VALUES AND ORE BODIES

The gen1 ores are complex, carrying gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, and zinc;

copper and lead being- the bi-product and will be the source of much future pro-

fit through modern separation; the copper is in the form of chalcopyrite. The ore

values in the Gem Mine are g-reater than the smelter and mill returns show, for

the reason that the returns on Copper and Lead are not satisfactory when

shipped to the large smelters on account of the limit line for payment. The

mill results can be increased and the tailing loss reduced by modern final

systems. We give, however, the values as they are obtained under to-day's con-

ditions: Prices paid by the smelters and the results in the Gem mills.

In the old workheads above the six hundred-foot level, the are shows

strong gold values running from Twenty to Forty Dollars per ton; on account

of the lack of are blocks in this part of the Gem, we do not figure on the vein

contents, but it is safe to say that the ground will give fully one million of dol-

lars of new are, especially when the mill dirt is removed.

At the seven hundred-foot level, the are bodies vary from fonr to ten feet

in width, the second streak or hanging wall about the same. At the eight hun-

dred-foot level, the are bodies exposed, are from five to sixteen feet; considerable

experimenting has been done on this are; two thousand six hundred tons of are

from this drift, milled and smeltered, gave an average of over thirty dollars per

ton. At the nine hundred-foot level, the are bodies are the same. From the

rnne hundred foot-level down to the two thousand two hundred-foot level,

the Gem has been explored by various crosscuts, all exposing enormous bodies

of are. The mine, with the exception of the exploration work, is virgin from

the nine hundred-foot level to this great depth; the are is exposed however, and

the wealth of the vein shown to be continuous. At the two thousand two hun-

dred-foot level, the ore bodies are over sixteen feet wide and at this point a re-
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About one-third will average $30.00

About one-third will average. . . . . . . . .. . 10.00

About one-sixth will average. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.00

About one-sixth will average. . . . . . . . . . .. 5.00

There are fully seven hundred and sixty-two thousand tons of ore In sight

111 the Gem alone, not fig-uring on the other properties. In prosecuting

the dead development work of the upraise from the Newhouse Tunnel to the

nine hunch-ed-foot level connection, together with the crosscuts and the level

at the Newhouse Tunnel on the two walls, a large amount of both concentrat-

IS

markable change in the character of the ore is shown. There has been cut, in

the hanging wall streak, the apex of an ore shoot, running so heavy in lead that

the ore shipped, returned thirty-two dollars and four cents per ton; a winze was

sunk forty feet below the Newhouse Tunnel and here the values are even better.

The uncovering of this shoot of heavy lead ore, so desirable to smelters, and

running so well in value, has caused engineers to claim that the ore bodies in

the Gem will extend to the greatest depth ever known 111 a precrous metal

mme ; as the shaft on the Congress Mine in Arizona is over four thousand feet

deep and in g-ood ore, a four thousand-foot shaft from the level of the New-

house Tunnel will g-ive the Gem six thousand feet of backs. Experts claim

that the Gem ledge will be one hundred feet wide one thousand feet farther

down, the increase from twenty-three feet at the nine hundred-foot level to

fifty-eight feet at the two thousand two hundred-foot, leading to this conclu-

sion, thus, the speculative value of the Gem Consolidation is enormous.

The large ore product of the Gem Consolidation, the mill and smelter re-

turns of which, eliminates any necessity of giving detailed fig-ured as to the

value of the ore in the Gem Mine, too many thousands of tons have been actual-

ly mined, milled and smelted to leave any room to question the average of the

values.
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mg and smelting ore was naturally extracted; seven thousand tons of the con-

centrating ore so extracted were milled in the Gem works at Idaho Springs

with a gross return of over ten dollars per ton; the smelting ore ran about

twenty-six dollars per ton. From the work done in 1905 and the present year,

we made an averag-e of fourteen dollars per ton, the experiments being' upon

the smelter returns from Chamberlain and Dillingham ore samples, on over six

thousand nine hundred tons of Gem ore alone, and from the Freighters' Friend

Mine, one of the Consolidation, the returns averaged thirty-two dollars and

twenty-five cents per ton.

ORE IN SIGHT

There are reasonably in sight, seven hundred and sixty-two thousand tons

of ore below the seven hundred-foot level to the Newhouse Tunnel, figuring on

the hanging wall ore streak alone as that is the wall upon which the ore IS

shown. vVe do not figure on the possible millions in the foot wall streak from

the nine hundred-foot level to the two thousand two hundred-foot level, yet the

ore streak on the foot wall is fully eight feet wide.

62,000 tons at $20. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ $1,360,000

700,000 tons at $ 8 $5,600,000

Total--$6,960,000

or about Seven Million Dollars without the wall foot streak, or the ore Jl1 the

other twenty-six ore-showing mines, including the Freighters' Friend now

about six hundred feet deep. These estimates of values have been made from

the practice on ten thousand tons treated by mills and twenty thousand tons

treated by smelters, so that it is a conservative statement to place the average

at from twelve to fourteen dollars, with the saving by new methods now to be

installed. Yet in the calculation we figure but eight dollars on seven hundred

thousand tons.

f
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TAILING PROFITS

COST OF EXTRACTION
The practice of years on the Gem ore, places the cost of mining, hoisting

and delivering of this ore to the mills, at one dollar and ninety-five cents per

ton.

COST OF CONCENTRATION AND AMALGAMATION
The mill results from thousands of tons show a concentration and amalga-

mation cost of Sixty cents per ton.

Up to this date the tailings from the two Gem Mills have produced no

profit. As there is no cyanide system installed, we figure on at least a future

net profit of one dollar and twenty-five cents per ton from tailings togc-

ther with the profit from the large amounts of tailings now in the pits, the re-

sults of past mill practice,

CONCENTRATION PRACTICE
The ore concentrates about three into one, After the metal extracted by

amalgamation the concentrates run Five dollars and ten cents per ton or fifteen

dollars and thirty cents for each ton of concentrates.



FINANCIAL PLANS
The last important mine financed by Eastern investors was the now famous

Tonapah of Nevada. This corporation issued a preferred stock, glV111g two

shares of common stock as a bonus with each share of preferred sold at par,

This preference was soon paid off and the common stock is now selling at

twenty dollars per share, or twenty million dollars for the mine, with a claim

that the values will reach forty million dollars.
The Gem Consolidation being the second mining property of magnitude

financed in the East, in recent years, we meet the demand of large investors,

trustees of estates, etc., who desire sound security, and instead of a preference

we issue a series of first mortgage, ten years six per cent. bonds with a sink-

ing fund agreement covering the redemption of the same. This security has

been more acceptable than a preference, for until a mine is well equipped with

mechanical appliances and heavy development work done there is little value

of the preference over the common stock. But in the Gem Consolidation,

where its actual surface property is of such vast extent and value, in addition

to its mines and enormous are contents, amounting to nearly five times the total

amount of the bonds. Our bond feature is the acme of security, especially

since the entire bonded issue of this Con solidation is to cover every item of ex-

pense conditioned upon the transfer of this great estate free and clear of

debt of every kind or nature, excepting these bonds.
To make these bonds the most attractive security of any like industrial

offering, it has been agreed that one third of the total gross proceeds of the

mine shipments shall be placed in a sinking fund for the quick redemption of

these bonds, thus leaving the stock bOWlSin the hands of the purchaser, it has

been further agTeed that without the consent of the holders of eighty-five per

cent. of the total number of shares no preferred stock can be issued.

21
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t Gem Mine and Gem Extension at present showing $
Freighters' Friend Mine .

Twenty-four other mines .

City property. . .. . .

Electric plant and franchise .

Water power and rights .

Timber. . . . . . .. . .

Two stamp mills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

6,000,000

1.000,000

3,000,000

100,000

350,000

1,000,000

60,000
135,000

CAPn AL STOCK $10,000,000

SHARES, $100. EACH PAR VALUE

FULL Y PAID NON ASSESABLE

FIRST MORTGAGE 6% BONDS, $1,5'00,000

The first mortgage bonds cover the Gem Mine and its allied twenty-six

consolidated mines, together with its water-power, electric light plants, stamp

mills, timber lands and the heavy mine equipment. These bonds are sold at

par, and carry as bonus with them twice the amount of the face value of the

bonds in the capital stock of the Gem Consolidation.

Two millions of dollars of the stock is to be placed in the treasury. The

residue, after the bonus for the bonds has been met, will be retained by those

who have met the first necessary payments, etc., and who will pass the prop-

erty in complete title free of debt, outside of the bonds, and extract at their

own expense, the first fifty thousand tons of are.

ESTIMATED VALUE OF MINES AND OTHER PROPERTY

Total. . ........ $11,645,000
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In figuring the various valuations upon the Gem Consolidation we have

.not calculated upon the millions of ore value that is at the foot wall streak of

the Gem proper. vVe have not extended our estimate to the possibilities of the

largest body of ore in the history of Colorado that is possible and quite pro-

bable by the consolidation of the hanging and the foot wall st.reak below the

twenty-two hundred foot level, where the last opening in heavy lead ore run-

ning thirty-four dollars per ton was made. In figuring" Three Million Dol-

lars of the valuation of the twenty-five other mines of this consolidation, we are

more than within our bounds, for the reason that the Freighters' Friend is wor-

thy of a higher valuation than we have placed upon it, and there are four other

mines that can reasonably be valued at over a million each, with, however,

proper development.

The Gem estimate of SIX million dollars is low, for this is made upon the

Gem Mine with over seven millions blocked out, and also covers the Gem Ex-

tension, which in its entirety should be as valuable as the Gem proper.

It will thus be seen that an issue of one million five hundred thousand dol-

lars, First Mortgage Bonds of this Company is based on reasonable certain as-

sets of nearly twelve million dol1ars, which is the largest amount of tangible as-

sets ever made subject to such a limited mine mortgage. In fact this issue of

bonds covering even the seven million dollars of ore blocked out in the Gem

Mine, without figuring" upon its othervast assets, is indeed the highest form of

collateral security.

The redemption fund of thirty-three per cent. of the total ore extracted from

this property can be met without any stringency of capital, for the reason that

the seven millions of ore now blocked out in the mine can be worked through the

Newhouse tunnel, and every pound of it can be placed in cars by its own grav-

25



ity. It is an absolutely stopping proposition to the full extent of seven hundred

and sixty two thousand tons, and the residue, sixty-seven per cent. of the product

willmore than pay the entire cost of mining, milling, interest charges and a,ll in-

cidental expenses and still leave a large surplus, for the reason that even though

one thousand tons of ore each clay is extracted from the Gem Mine

alone without any additional opening of ore bodies, it would take over two and a

half years to exhaust the present supply in sight, not figuring on any of the other

twenty-six mines producing a pound of ore, but it is claimed that the entire

amalagation is capable of making· a daily product of five thousand tons, with

more modern equipment.
Each year the Gem property becomes more valuable; transportation

charges will be decreased, labor saving devices improved, and science will master

the problem of full value extraction from the tailings.

PROFITS

I

f

In figuring p~ofjts it must he remembered that our estimates will be based

upon the Gem Mine alone, from Which we can extract one thousand tons a day,

the actual practice average of the ore will be much higher than the average we

state in estimating our profits.
The present mill capacity of the Gem Consolidation is three hundred and

twenty tons a day, and in our estimate we only figure on shipping eighty tons per

day of smelting ore. On a basis of four hundred tons per day, we show an esti-

mated daily net profit of three thousand three hundred and twenty five dollars,

or one million and eighty thousand seven hundred and twenty-five dollars, fig-

uring three hundred and twenty-five working· days to the year. In Jess than

three and a half years we could repay the full amount of the bonds. It is be-

lieved by the best engineers that within four years the Gem Consolidated will be



working fifteen mines arid making an annual profit of over three million dollars,

or thirty per cent. upon its capitalization.

In considering the Gem Consolidation a comparison may be drawn with

any other great mine, far here is a min ing consolidation that can be est ima.ted

upon from commercial standpoints. There is only one practically modern mine

of sufficient reputation in the ,Vest to be classed with the Gem in a comparative

analysis of merit, and that is the famous Tonapah of Nevada. These two mines

can flt6ngly be rnen t ioned in the same category.

The Tonapah has so far made a production of about four million dollars.

The Gem has made a product of over two million dollars, but during the time

that the Tonapah property was making this four million dollar record, the Gem

was being operated-by skillful miners, engaged in the proving of large ore

bodies to great depth, until they have now blocked out seven million dollars,

and quietly have acquired a vast mineral area, harnessed a water-power,

erected a powerful electric plant, purchased large timber rights, until the cul-

mination has been the grouping of what is considered the greatest mine amal-

gamation in Colorado, if not in the world.

The Gem Consolidation is located in the heart of civilization, on the line of

a well-equipped railroad in a district where mining strikes ate practically un-

known, wages being from two dollars and fifty cents to three dollars per day, as

against a 11111chhigher figure in Nevada, and labor is content to work nine hours

a day instead of eight as in other sections. The Gem owns that which is almost

priceless to a min ing C0111pany, enOrn1011S water-power.

The only way to prove the ore contents of a mine 1S by actual depth of

work and the value of the ore shown at depth. The Tonapah is known to con-

tain ore to the one thousand ft. level. The Gem is known to contain sixteen feet

of ore at the twenty-two hundred ft. level, and at that depth the Gem vein is fifty
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eight feet wide, the product admits of the perfection of concentration, and

smelters seek its product as the most desirable of ores; in fact the average

smelting charge on Gem are is about four dollars a ton.

The Gem Consolidated is one of the most valuable amalgamations of min-

lng interests ever put together; it's intrinsic value runs into the millions, its

speculative value runs into the hundreds of millions; for where a mine like the

Gem increases in width so rapidly and carries such enormous are bodies at

depth, almost any estimate of a speculative future may be indulged in. The

Gem Consolidation is located at the hub of one of the world's richest m1111ng

regIOns. There is no problem to face as to values. The beautiful city of Den-

ver was built principally with money won from the mines located within a

radius of ten miles from Gem, and over three hundred and fifty million dollars

have been taken from this pin-point on the' earth's surface, of which the Gem

Mine is the center. Last year this region enriched the world, as it has uninter-

ruptedly enriched our country for forty-five years, and from this small area in

1905 four million dollars were taken, when the Gem Consolidation is adding its

full quota the product will be increased millions more. The market value of

Gem Consolidation within at least four years, will in our opinion be at least

twenty-five million dollars. The heavy, work of preparing this great mineral

estate for a long profit earning life has been accomplished, within four years

nearly nine hundred thousand dollars have been expended toward this end. The

Gem Mine has been cut by the Newhouse Tunnel at a distance of seven thousand

feet from the portal of that tunnel, and this great mining bore with its millions

of costs was driven for the purpose of reaping a portion of the known wealth of

this mineral area of which the Gem Mine is the centre.

HENRY B. CLIFFORD & CO.




